AGSIP Meeting Minutes October 10, 2018

Present: Tina, Alison, Dan, Kat, Larah, Steve
Regrets: Meghan
Agenda: Training institute feedback, Account update, House Crawl, November event

Training institute feedback
- Proposed maybe having workshops on a weekday vs the weekend – maybe on a Thursday/Friday or Friday/Saturday
- Gave feedback on having a nominal fee that people get back if they actually attend
- Need to clarify who is putting together workshop proposals and what people’s roles in general would be (i.e., AGSIP, faculty etc.)

Account update
- Tangerine bank has been mailing AGSIP and Pelin has followed up with them
- Pelin has tried to contact one of the people whose name is on the account
- Janessa may follow up with a past staff member whose name is also on the account
- Worst case scenario we can get a letter from the department head to Tangerine to get access to the funds

House crawl
- Houses - Kat, Dan, Tina
- 8pm start time, 1 hour at each
- Dan 8-9pm, Tina 9-10pm, Kat 10-11pm
- Have pizza at last house, 3$ for one slice, 5$ for 2
- Pay at main office or give option for e-transfers (tanpelin94@gmail.com) – set question as what is the name of our society – AGSIP
- Make tickets for actual event and create sign-up sheet for Janessa
- Get for drinks: Vodka, blue curaco, lemonade, club soda, cranberry juice
- Guests and partners welcome – must have tickets

November event
- Party at the grad club – free to host on Fridays
- Contact them about how many people you can have without needing security
- November 30th – last week of classes
- Potential themes: early 2000s – the new millennium